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Zone 1- Intimacy
•Speak to the judges

•Gentle eye contact

•Hands in the box

•Make it personal

•Slide is a backdrop



Note: Slide provides 

backdrop



Zone 2- Excitement
•Work the room

•Connect with the audience

•Hands in the box

•Make it interesting, tell your story

•Slide reiterates your words

•Smile, smile, smile, smile, smile, smile, smile



Note: Slide reflects 

message



Zone 3- Information
•Talk to the judges

•Steady eye contact

•Arms extended, point to data

•Isolate information, cover irrelevant data with 

body

•Look for confusion, talk clearly, slowly



•Note: This example slide is 

WAY to complicated!





•Moving from side-to-side, step-by-step will help 

you make points

•Stand still while making your first point

•Transition to next point with a sideways step

•Stand still while making your next point

•Repeat as needed

•Don’t Pace



•Do NOT forget to smile

•Put a rock in your shoe to 

remind you, make sure it hurts

•Smile, pay attention when you 

are not presenting (while you 

wait for your turn)



Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Hand Positions



Matching Content to Zone

•Love me- Zone 1

•Problem- Zone 2

•Solution-Zone 2

•How it makes money- Zone 2

•Who else is doing it- Zone 2

•Why yours will sell- Zone 1 or 2

•How much money it will make- Zone 3

•Why you are the people to make it happen- Zone 1 or 2

•How much money you need to get started- Zone 2 or 3

•Ask for the money- Zone 1 or 2



Eye Contact

Hold eye contact for one or two phrases

It’s okay if the other person breaks eye contact

•Gentle Eye-Contact: Zone 1 •Steady Eye-Contact: Zone 2 and 3



Podium

Slide Driver

Laptop 

Monitor with 

remote 

control

•The laptop monitor allows the speaker to 

keep an eye on the slides without turning 

his or her back to the audience.

•The speaker uses the remote to advance 

the slides on the monitor

•The Slide Driver advances the slide from 

the podium computer to match the laptop 

monitor

•Glance at the monitor as if it were a 

person, keep your eyes moving from 

audience member to audience member

The Laptop Monitor Trick



Current 

speaker exits 

Zone 2 or 3

New speaker 

enters Zone 1

•No need to introduce new speaker, just 

transition

•Don’t bump into each other, enter/exit to 

opposite sides

•New speaker walks to Zone 1, tells 

personal story, introduces his or her self if 

necessary

Speaker Changes



The Difference Between Good Presentations 
and Bad Presentations

Good Bad

Practice No Practice

Simple Complicated

Energetic Boring

Movement Weaving

Personal Generic

Passionate Stale

Stories Facts

Practice No Practice

Practice No Practice



Words to Never Use

“Our numbers are conservative”

“First-mover advantage”

“We have no competition”



Answering Questions

•Move towards asker, stand in Zone 1

•Do not interrupt! Never, never, never, never, never

•Gentle eye contact

•Pause before answering

•Rephrase to clarify, make sure judges hear question

•Answer kindly, respectfully

•“I don’t know, but I can look into that for you.” is an 

acceptable answer

•Anyone from your team can answer



Responding to Positive Comments

•Move towards commenter, stand in Zone 1

•Do not interrupt! Never, never, never, never, never

•Gentle eye contact

•Pause before responding

•Rephrase to clarify, make sure judges hear comment

•Thank the person for their comment

•“Thank you, I agree,” “Thank you, we will look at that.”

•Resist the temptation to pass judgment on the 

comment



Responding to Negative Comments

•Move towards commenter, stand in Zone 1

•Do not interrupt! Never, never, never, never, never

•Gentle eye contact

•Pause before responding

•Thank the person for their comment

•“Thank you, for your comment.” “Thank you, we should 

look into that more closely”

•Resist the temptation to defend yourself

•Never argue



Contact Mike with Questions

mikedmoyer@gmail.com

www.mikemoyer.org
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